Careers Beyond Academia: Humanities and Social Sciences Alternative Academic Career Trek

Friday April 8, 2016 | 10:00am-5:00p.m. | Downtown Sacramento

Concerned about the academic job market? Interested in learning more about job opportunities beyond the academy?

The Internship and Career Center is organizing a career exploration opportunity, “TREK”, for Master’s, PhD, and Postdoctoral scholars visiting: the California State Archive, Crocker Art Museum, and California Endowment. Scholars will have the opportunity to hear from and engage with PhDs who have meaningful and vibrant careers using their degrees in exciting ways. This opportunity will allow students to gain a better understanding of the wide range of career opportunities available following graduation, and to network with employers!

The trek is open to Humanities and Social Sciences Master’s, PhD students, and Postdoctoral scholars. Transportation and lunch will be provided. Spaces are limited! To reserve your spot, register at: https://icc.ucdavis.edu/find/resources/ajl-simplicity.htm?s=event&ss=ws&mode=form&id=737d92da9f0349c3e080d9a146c61656 by March 25th

Questions? Having difficulties registering? Contact, Jeanelle Hope (iccmpphss@ucdavis.edu), PhD candidate in Cultural Studies and Peer Adviser, UC Davis Internship & Career Center.

For other upcoming ICC workshops and events for graduate students and postdocs, please visit: http://icc.ucdavis.edu/graduates/Events.htm.